Dynamics of neuron activity in the lateral preoptic area of the hypothalamus during the sleep-waking cycle.
Chronic experiments were performed on cats to study neuron spike activity in the lateral preoptic region of the hypothalamus in active and calm arousal and in the slow-wave and paradoxical phases of sleep. The dynamics of spike frequencies and the patterns of activity in the sleep-waking cycle allowed neurons to be divided into three populations. Cells showing increases in the frequency of single spikes as the level of consciousness decreased, on the transition to slow-wave sleep and then to the paradoxical phase of sleep were assigned to the "anti-waking" system, which, being a component of the somnogenic system of the brain, is involved in the mechanisms initiating and increasing the depth of sleep by inactivating the arousal-maintaining system. Cells with maximum spike frequencies in light, slow-wave sleep and demonstrating single and train discharges in association with "sleep" spindles, were regarded as elements of the system responsible for forming this state. The remaining neurons had activity characteristics which were similar in the active arousal state and paradoxical sleep and decreased their spike frequencies in calm arousal and the slow-wave phase of sleep in parallel with the transition from the continuous-arithmetic to the mixed type of activity. Changes in the activity of this type of cell during the sleep-waking cycle appear to reflect rearrangements in controlling influences from the somnogenic and arousal systems of the brain.